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6. KINETICS 

2.128 The rate of a chemical reaction normally depends on the    
 concentrations of the reactants. 
 
2.129 For a first order reaction the rate of reaction is proportional to the  
 concentration of  one reactant and the rate can be expressed as  

  rate   =    k [A]  
 where k is the rate constant and [A] is the concentration of reactant  
 A in mol dm-3.  

2.130 The order of a reaction with respect to any one reactant is the power  
 to which the  concentration of that reactant is raised in the rate   
 equation. 
 
2.131 The overall order of a reaction is the sum of the powers to which the  
 concentrations  of the reactants are raised in the rate equation.  

 In general for a reaction of type 
      nA   +   mB   →    products  

 where the rate expression is of the form:  
       rate   =   k [A] n [B] m  

 the order of reaction is n with respect to A and m with respect to B  
 and the overall  order is n + m. 
 
2.132 The rate constant can be determined from initial rate data for a 
 series of reactions in  which the initial concentrations of reactants 
 are varied.

2.133 Reaction mechanisms usually occur by a series of steps.

2.134 The rate of reaction is dependent on the slowest step which is   
 called the ‘rate  determining step’.

2.135 Experimentally determined rate equations can provide evidence   
 for a proposed  reaction mechanism but cannot provide proof as   
 other possible reaction mechanisms may also give the same rate   
 equation.
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Q1 The following exothermic reaction takes place in the upper atmosphere where the  temperature is
 much lower than on the Earth’s surface.

     NO  + O3 → NO2  + O2
            ozone
 In a laboratory- simulated study carried out at room temperature, the following results were   
 recorded.

  Relative concentration        Relative concentration  Reaction Rate
   NO     O3

   1     1    1

   2     1    2

   1     2    2

 a) Write out the rate expression for the reaction.

 b) What is the overall order of the reaction ?

 c) The reaction in the upper atmosphere is slower than the laboratory reaction for the same 
  relative concentrations of NO and O3. Account for this observation.

 d) From the above equation, comment on the statement “NO catalyses the decomposition of 
  ozone”.

 e) In the above reaction, NO removes ozone from the upper atmosphere. Suggest one  
  possible man-made source of oxides of nitrogen which could contribute to this effect

Q2	 	 The	reaction	between	iron	(III)	ions	and	vanadium	(III)	ions	is	first	order	with	respect	to	
  both species.
     Fe 3+   + V3+ → Fe2+   + V4+

  In the presence of copper (II) ions the reaction proceeds much more rapidly and there is 
  evidence to suggest the following mechanism:

   ①	 Cu2+   + V3+ → Cu+ + V4+  slow

   ②	 Cu+   + Fe3+ → Cu2+ + Fe2+  fast

 a) Write the rate expression for the reaction between iron (III) ions and vanadium (III) ions.

 b) What is the order of reaction with respect to iron (III) ions when copper (II) ions are 
  present ?  Explain your answer.

 c) In addition to the observation that copper (II) ions alter the rate, what indication is  
  there that the copper(II) ions are acting as a catalyst for the reaction 
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Q3 The study of kinetics is the study of reaction rates, Since the rate of a reaction varies as the 
 reaction proceeds, initial reaction rates are often used.

 a)

         i)  At what stage, P, Q or R, is the reaction fastest ?

        ii)  What causes the rate of the reaction to change ?

       iii)  Which line, X or Y, represents the initial rate of 
               the reaction ?

 b) The table below gives information about the reaction of hydrogen and nitrogen oxides at 800°C.

    2H2  + 2NO  → 2H2O  + N2

  Experiment  Initial concentration of           Initial rate of
     number  NO           H2               production of N2
     mole l-1             mole l-1                         mole l-1 s-1

   1  6 x 10-3           1 x 10-3     3 x 10-3

   2  6 x 10-3           2 x 10-3      6 x 10-3

   3  1 x 10-3           6 x 10-3   0.5 x 10-3

   4  2 x 10-3       6 x 10-3   2.0 x 10-3

   i) Write the rate equation for the reaction. Explain how you derived it.

  ii) Calculate the rate constant, k, for the reaction, giving the correct units.

Q4 Dinitrogen pentoxide, dissolved in tetrachloromethane, decomposes to nitrogen dioxide and 
 oxygen. The change in the rate with concentration of dinitrogen pentoxide is shown in the table. 
 The rate is the  decrease in dinitrogen pentoxide per second.

   Concentration of dinitrogen  Rate of reaction
    pentoxide / mole l-1       mole l-1 s-1

     2.20        2.25 x 10-5

     2.00        2.10 x 10-5

     1.79        1.93 x 10-5

     1.52        1.58 x 10-5

     1.24        1.21 x 10-5

     0.93        0.96 x 10-5

 a) Write the equation for the decomposition of dinitrogen pentoxide.
 

X
Y

P

Q

R

Time

% reaction completed
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 b) Draw the graph of the rate against the concentration of dinitrogen pentoxide. Use the graph  
  produced in b) to answer the following questions.

    i) What is the rate expression for this reaction.

   ii) What is the order of the reaction with respect to dinitrogen pentoxide.

  iii) Find the value of the rate constant.

Q5 a) Hypochlorite ions can form chlorate and chloride ions according to:

     3ClO- → ClO3
- + Cl-

  In a reaction rate investigation the rate expression was determined as:

           - d [ClO-] = k[ClO-]2

         d t

    i) Explain what is meant by               - d [ClO-] 
             d t

   ii) What is the overall order of this reaction ?

  iii) State whether the chlorine has been oxidised or reduced in the conversion of 
   ClO- to ClO3

-.

 b) The stoichiometry for the reaction of bromide with bromate ions in acid solution is:

  6H+  + 5Br-  + BrO3
- → 3Br2  + 3H2O

  Rate measurements on several reaction mixtures provide relative rate data:

 Reaction 0.1 M H+      0.1 M Br-                 0.1 M BrO3
-        H2O          Relative

  mixture      cm3             cm3       cm3               cm3  rate

  1       90            75       15         120     1
  2       90          150      15           45     2
  3     180            75          15           30     4
  4       90            75      30          105     4
 
  If the rate expression is given as :  rate = k [H+]x [Br-]y [BrO3

-]z

  suggest values for x,y and z from the experimental data.

Q6 At elevated temperatures, gaseous hydrogen iodide, HI, decomposes as follows
  2HI  → H2 + I2 The rate of reaction was studied at constant   
            temperature and the following data were obtained.

 initial rate of reaction / moles l-1 s-1   initial concentration of HI / moles l-1

   0.051       1.20 x 10 -2

   0.034       0.98 x 10 -2

   0.026       0.86 x 10 -2

   0.019       0.73 x 10 -2

 a) Why was the reaction studied at constant temperature ?
 b) What is the order of the reaction ? Justify your answer.
 c) What is the rate constant for the above conditions ?
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Q7 When studying the kinetics of reactions various techniques are used for measuring the 
 concentrations of the species involved. Colorimetric methods are often convenient.

 In some cases titrimetric methods are used. To “stop” the reaction prior to titration, a sample is 
 added to either
    i) a large volume of cold solvent, or
   ii) a known volume of “quenching agent” which reacts immediately with one 
    of the reagents.

 a) Outline the procedure for a colorimetric method.

 b) For the reaction CH3COOCH3 +  NaOH → CH3COONa + CH3OH
  suggest a suitable quenching agent.

 c) The reaction  CH3COCH3 +   Br2 → CH3COCH2Br   + HBr
  has the following rate law
        rate = k [CH3COCH3]

1 [Br2]
0

  What is the order of this reaction ?

 d) The kinetics of a reaction can be studied by measuring the concentration of a reactant at 
	 	 various	times	after	the	reaction	has	started.	Kinetics	data	prove	that	a	reaction	is	first	order	
  if a plot of log10[reactant] against time is a straight line.

	 	 The	resultsbelow	show	data	from	an	experiment.	Find	out,	using	a	graph,	if	the	data	fits	a	
	 	 first	order	reaction.

    time / s   [reactant] / moles l-1

          0    2.0
      100    1.7
      200    1.5
      300    1.3
      400    1.1

Q8 During the study of spontaneous decomposition of a radioactive nuclide the following data were   
 obtained.

   Rate of decay / mole l-1 s-1  Concentration of nuclide / mole l-1

    1.18 x 10-2     2.81 x 10-2

    0.86 x 10-2     2.04 x 10-2

    0.79 x 10-2     1.88 x 10-2

    0.55 x 10-2     1.32 x 10-2

 a) Using the above data, deduce the order of the process

 b) What is the rate constant for the decomposition

 c) How would an increase in temperature affect the rate of decay? Explain your answer.


